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Economic Idea of Damage



GHGs are negative externalities

Need to calculate the Marginal External Cost
Economic value of damage from GHG emissions



Dose-response relationship

Dose-response function: the quantitative relationship
between doses of carbon and corresponding climate
reactions

Dose x of X yields an e�ect of y on Y

Dose 50Gt of CO2e yields e�ect of 1 ◦C on planet
temperatures (actual numbers not quite right)

Threshold: level of emissions up to which no response
exists



Dose-response functions

What does each �gure mean?



Global economic dose-response function

Economic dose-response function is more expansive:

. quantitative relationship between doses of carbon
and corresponding climate reactions and then the
corresponding economic consequences

Actually, economic dose-response function is even more
expansive:

. quantitative relationship between doses of
economic activity on doses of carbon and
corresponding climate reactions and then the
corresponding economic consequences
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Economic metrics



Economic metrics

How to express climate change in economics?

1. Report GDP/Social Damage as % of current GDP
2. Report GDP/Social Damage per ton of CO2e emitted
each year

3. Optimality conditions

For all three metrics, need GDP/Social Damage estimate

Use global numbers even though there is signi�cant
regional variation



GDP/Social Damage



Input and sectoral analysis

For each input and economic sector, look at how climate
change impacts production and consumption:

. Dose-response functions

. General analysis

Issues:

. Evidence is incomplete: not all sectors analyzed

. Hard to put money values on some impacts

. Not sure how to add impacts across each sector

. Managed versus unmanaged systems

Alternative: build macro model of the economy (see
later)



Dose-response assumptions

Assume world receives a climate change dosage of:
. Temperature up a few degrees
. Some sea level rise a few feet
. More volatile weather (hurricanes)

What does this dosage mean in economic terms over
next 30 years (up to 2050)?

Need to put money values on a lot of impacts ("pricing")



Input Productivity



Labor productivity: dose-response function



Infrastructure: dose-response function

Pipes and roadways are sensitive:

. Extremes (hot or cold)

. Freeze-thaw



Energy use: dose-response function



Economic Sectors



Agriculture: dose-response function

Pricing: crop yields are in $ terms



Agriculture impacts

QA = f (Land quality, Land availability, MPLA, MPKA)

Input changes:

. Land acreage for cultivation to fall

. Lack of water for irrigation; lower soil moisture

. New sowing/harvesting seasons

. Labor productivity changes

Output changes:

. Failed harvests

. Catastrophes (droughts or �oods)

. Change in crops cultivated

. Food spoilage



Agriculture impacts

. For 1 ◦C or 2 ◦C degree increases in temperature,
average yields will increase

. Agriculture <1% of US GDP; declining % of GDP
globally

. Food is a declining share of consumer expenditure

. Food prices falling since 1940s

. Food is internationally traded

. Food prices are not the same as farm prices



Health dose-response function

Humans are sensitive to extreme temperatures

Premature Deaths
Annually in U.S.

by 2030
Heat-related +12,000
Cold-related −5,000
Net e�ect +7,000

Pricing: What are premature deaths worth?



Health dose-response function

Measure health loss in years, not lives
1 DALY = 1 year of life

/ Expected loss from climate change <10 DALY days per
person

/ Possible new diseases, epidemics (SARS)

, Since 1945, rapid increase in life expectancy and
improvements in health services and health
technologies



Flora and fauna habitat destruction

Animals live where humans live (so same e�ects) and in
the ocean

Ocean acidi�cation and temperature increase kills
marine life (esp., oysters, coral, plankton, shell�sh)

Extinction possibilities of 20% for mammals, 30% for
reptiles, 50% for snails

Animals live in very unmanaged systems



Flora and fauna habitat destruction

Pricing: almost impossible to put value on these
pre-extinct animals

. Market analogy method: try to buy this habitat
somewhere else

. Contingent valuation method: ask people what the
habitat is worth to them

. Hedonic method: value the habitat based on what
revenue it generates for local residents



Human habitat destruction

Human habitats are a�ected by all 3 impacts:

1. Hot
. Regions too hot to live in
Middle East; Australia; Texas (?)

2. Wet
. Countries with high populations near the coast
Bangladesh, Netherlands (100%); China (9%); India
(7%); US (6%)

3. Volatile
. Many types of volatility; many regions
Hurricanes–Central and North America;
typhoons–Asia; forest �res–Western US



Human habitat destruction

Pricing: Land values should be in real estate dollars?

Economic valuation is di�cult to predict:

. Hurricanes cause unpredictable/localized
destruction of property

. Service economies are less a�ected

. Insurance markets work poorly for climate disasters:
. Flood insurance system is broken
. First-responder system federalized

. Demography/migration can o�set habitat loss

. Housing market is not e�cient



Demography/migration impacts

Migrants need to identify safe location:

. How far above sea-level?

. How far from high temperatures?

. How far from volatility?

Refugees also need to �nd a country that will admit
them

In U.S., settling closer to ocean in FL, NC, CA (!)

Social stress ("Wall" / xenophobia)



Housing market



Housing market

House prices should be sensitive to expected risk
If risk is higher, house price should be lower

Market prices of homes should re�ect all information
about hurricane damage probability. Why don’t they?

1. Psychological bias
2. Coordination bias
3. Misguided policies
4. Expectations of government assistance

Can information change property prices?



Hurricane Sandy



Housing market

Examine home prices from 2013-2017 after hurricane
Sandy hit in 2012

Compare:

1. damaged homes
2. undamaged homes inside hurricane zone
3. undamaged homes outside hurricane zone



Housing market



Housing market

Prices of damaged homes relative to undamaged homes:
. Short-term price fall of 17-22% in 2013-14

Prices of damaged homes + undamaged homes inside
zone relative to undamaged homes outside zone:

. Long-term price fall of 8% by 2017

Property market remembered (internalized) damage
from hurricane into prices

. How did it do this?



Any Questions?
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